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Sizzcsry and Eecorsnendaticns for Research On 'Tritibhr Tcxisity

Ihis ccnfsrsr.ee on -'H toxici~y was held in the i&dical Dep

Brcokhaven National Labera~ory or. 3 August 1979. It was organized by

Crcricite on behalf of Albert 3ertinchanps, European Ccnrmnity and Elmer Harvey,

Intema-ional Affairs, CHER, Department of Energy.

• -Ihe participants were: M. Bender, A. Bertinehanps, J. 3ooz, V. 3ond, A. Carsten,

3. Comerfcrd, D. Craig, S. Cronidte, L. Dobscn, L. Feinendegen, T. Fliedner, A. Laroert,

D. Siatkir., E. Wrenn.

During the day there were lenghty presentations on many aspects of ̂-1 and

its scxicrcy. 2ie following was presen-ed:

"hi Decay - Anticipated Q

Influence of Dose and Dose Hate on BBE
3
K Effects on Stem Cells and Dominant Lethals

'H Incorporation into I4arine Molecular Species

'H and Heracpoistic Effects

Evidence for Site-Specific Genetic Trans-
mutation Effects

"a and Effect on Testes

•̂ K and Oocytes

*?: Incorporation into Oocyres - Stable Isotope
•Tracer for ̂H

J. 3coz

L. Feinendegen

A. Carsten

S. Coranerford

T. Fliednsr

M. Bender

A. Larrfcerr;

L. Dobson

D. SlaUdn

Ihere was detailed discussion following each presentation enabling the

participants to appreciate the significance of the work and to clarify misunderstandings.

Tnis led to a final discussion that brought out the opinions of the participants as

to the need for further investigations. *&%rx"(.w
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General Discussion:

Crcricits: The main reason for having this masting v.as to present

various aspects of 'E toxicity for discussion and arrive at a consensus, if

possible, concemins areas reauiring further research. Dr. Bond, do you have

anything "hat you wcuid like to insert in the record?

Bond: Tc the question, "Is there a need for additional research in

order to evaluate adequately the toxicity of tritium in man?", the straightforward

answer in ay opinion is no (reference is made only to tritium in the form of

tritiated water or in organic molecules of food; especially-synthesized tritiated

organic compounds such as tritiated amino acids and nucleic acid precursors are

excluded). In contrast to the situation for many ether external and internal

sources of radiation, the extent of knowledge on tritium toxicity is relatively

adequate for radiation protection purposes.

To the question, however, "Are there remaining questions and

uncertainties that, if resolved, would iinprcve appreciably our knowledge of

tritium tcxicity?", then the answer is yes. There are several areas in which

seme questions remain, that could be resolved with additional research.

Befcre providing specific recommendations, a general observation is in

order. The principal physical quantity in terms of which the biological effects

of radiation are evaluated is observed dose, and calculation of the dose from

tritium water is, in principle, simple. The tritium water distributes with body

water, and the range of the beta particle is small compared to even cell

dimensions (no serious "edge effect" need be taken into account). Thus the

energy absorbed (per unit time) is equal to the energy liberated (per unit time),

and the calculation of the absorbed dose is elementary. In practice, however,

difficulties and uncertainties do arise that require resolution through more

investigation.



The principal uncertainties with respect to tritium toxicity that cculd

be lessened with additional research lie in- the areas indicated in the .following

three questions: 1) For a given total amount cf tritium water administered,

what is the absolute and relative concentration in the blood, organs, and cells

of that organ under different modes of administration, i.e., short term, vs.

protracted exposure (or single high dcse, vs. repeated srrailer doses), administra-

tion in the water vs. the food or the air? 2) As a function of time following a

given mode of administration, what is the ratio of the concentration actually

ircnitored at any given time (in the water, food, urine, blood), and from which

the absorbed dose to organs is to be calculated, to that actually present in the

principal organs and cells of interest? 3) What is the effectiveness per unit dose

of tritium beta rays, or the RSE, and Q, under conditions of radiobiological ex-

perimentation, and under practical radiation protection conditions in which the

object is to determine the exposure both in terms of absorbed dose and dose equivalent.

Ihe first two of the above questions are particularly important under

practical radiation protection conditions. Practically, one mcnitores (arsd sets

intake exposure limits from) the concentration of tritium in the water, food or

air. In addition, one can monitor the urine and blood of a particular individualCs).

Primary protection exposure limits are set on the basis of absorbed dose (and Q, see

below). To what degree does the ratio of the monitored concentration to the actual

concentration in the organ and cells of interest differ, under different conditions

cf exposure? If the tritium intake is entirely via the water? The food? 3oth?

Short vs. long term exposure? Additional information of this type is needed,

particularly when the tritium gains entry via the food intake (see remarks of Dr.

Feinendegen). In other words, additional information is needed to iiaprove the capability

to derive tritium concentration in the organs of interest, from the concentration in

the materials monitored practically.



All three of the above questions and uncertainties are involved in the

radicbioicgy of tritium, and the problems are dosimetric, physiological,

biochemical and rsdiobiological. In radicbiclogical experiments using tritium,

the absorbed dose car. never be determined as directly and easily as one can with

external radiation—always a measure of the concentration of tritium removed frorr.

the actual biological.target is relied on to reflect the concentration of direct

interest, i.e., in the target, and by means of which the absorbed dose to the

target must be calculated. Ever, in tissue culture preparations, one must monitor

the medium and rely on that concentration to estimate the tritium concentrations

in the cytoplasm and in the nucleus of the cell of interest. In the mammal the

monitoring is much more remote, and one must rely on concentrations in the blood

or the urine, and hope that they will reflect accurately enough the concentration

of tritium in the cells of interest, and the nuclei of those cells.

With a single dose of tritiated 'water, the assumption that body fluids

reflect cellular (at least cytoplasmic) tritium concentration is usually a

reasonable one. Under conditions of long term exposure, or if the tritium is

in foodstuffs, then that assumption may be wrong to varying degrees.

Under conditions of long term exposure, and cf tritium in the food vs.

in water, the problem may become much more severe. Even with tritiated water

alone, there is in time some incorporation cf the tritium into organic compounds

in the cells, with a relatively long residence time. Errors might be introduced

by differential partioning in the body water pool, in bone vs. soft tissue.

Hence, the usual monitoring approaches may reflect poorly actual concentrations

of interest and more experimentation is needed to resolve these questions.

A potentially serious problem in radiobiological experimentation car.

occur with long term exposure under conditions in which some organ destruction

results from the tritium exposure. As an example, with cccyte depletion experiments



a dance at the histclogical preparations indicates severe disruption of the

organ (the normally-large number of cocytes seer, per microscopic field is

reduced by 50 or even 90 percent, and- the regaining cocytes are seen embedded

in a matrix of connective or ether tissue). Thus, while the initial portion cf

the total tritiated water administered very likely was distributed to a normal

organ, the tritiated water in all but those initial stages of the chronic experiment

is delivered to an organ that is obviously disrupted, and probably with an abnennai

blood supply. To what degree this alters the ratio of the tritium concentration

in the cell of interest, the oocyte for which the calculated absorbed dose is intended,

is a question that needs to be answered even if there is little to be expected for

the question of radiological protection. It is possible that the absorbed dose

to those remaining oocytes, calculated on the basis of intake water, urine, or

blood concentration, and on which the determined HSE obviously depends directly,

could be substantially in error.

Jfeasurements of tritium directly in the overall organ (the overy) does

no- resolve the question. The problem probably will not be resolved until some

method is developed for determining the tritium from tritiated water directly

in the single cell of interest, e.g., perhaps through autoradiography on frozen

sections.

It is not until questions such as those above are resolved, that the

"F3E" value for the beta rays from tritium and tritiated water, determined in the

oocyres of the intact mammal, can be relied on adequately. Until then, the most

reliable experimental approach to estimate of HBE remains that made in tissue culture

preparations, and in experiments involving a single exposure. Only under these con-

ditions can the absorbed dose to the cell and its nucleus now be estimated with

some confidence, on the basis of the concentration of tritium in the medium.



A second large question involves the radiobiolcgical endpoinc (criterion

of biological effec-) chosen for the study of H3E, particularly as the results

are expected to relate to radiation protection and values of Q. Although the

TSz. for any endpoint has some relevance to determining values of Q, those of

most direct relevance to radiation orotection are for nutassnesis and carcinossnesis

(the "stochastic effects", ICHP 26 and 27). Hence, additional attention .-rust be

said carticularly to carcinogenesis.

It is well known that a number of experiments have been done en the

carcinogenic potential of tritium administered in different compounds by various

routes. Hence there is no point in doing additional experiments in which tritium

water is given to animals only to see if tumors will develop-of course -hey will

if the dose is high enough. What is needed are a few additional experiments in

which adequate dosimetry, notably lacking in experiments en tritium carcinogenesis

to date (not by design; it is difficult or iroossible to provide adequate dosimetry),

is a prime purpose of the experiment. What is needed is not only the concentration

of tritium in the drinking water (or in what ever medium the tritium is administered),

but knowledge of the amount of tritium in the cells of interest, in the tumor,

throughout the experiment. Only in this way can the total absorbed dose, and therefore

the HBE, be determined accurately.

The above-outlined experiments on REE may be essentially impossible at

least at m^sent, and one may well have to determine such an HBE indirectly. Ons

approach is to use external radiation (low energy x rays or gamma rays) of an IZE1

comparable to that of the tritium beta rays, to approach the problem. Failing that,

or preferably in parallel, what is needed are experiments using cell transformation

in tissue culture. Ihis endpoint may bet be as relevant as carcinogenesis in the

intact mammal5 but this lack is perhaps more than compensated for by the improved

knowledge of, and the resulting accurate dosimetry.



lastly, ana perhaps res- important because its ramification ex-end well

beyond tritium toxicity alone, is the question of the SEE of different kinds of

radiation that together are classified as "Icw-IET" radiations, and in which

tritium beta rays are usually included..The ICR? defines the standard comparison

radiation (for radiation protection purposes and Q; not for radiobiolcgy and

RES) as those radiations having a mean LSI (unrestricted stopping power, LoO>

of 3-3 XeV/.um or less. There are new several microdesdmetric and radiobiolcgical

experiments, including some with tritiated water, indicating that, at low doses

and dose rates only (not at the high doses and dose rates usually studied), the

may be as high as 2, 3, or even higher between different radiations each of

which is classified as "low LET") e.g., medium energy x rays vs. 60 Co gamma rays),

In terms of the X D + SD model of radiation action, this means that the

slopes of the linear components, or the constants yv, can differ by a factor of

2 or more, within that "low-LET" range.

Clearly the above problem, i.e., radiation within the "low-IET" standard

range having different values of RBE, can result in confusion. If two authors

report an RBE of tritium beta rays for the same biological endpoints, but one

uses low energy x rays and the other high energy gamma rays as a comparison

radiation, then different REEs will be reported even though the basic results

on tritium toxicity are identical. Clearly, this confusion must not be interpreted

as either a radiobiological problem unique to tritium, or as a discrepancy in

the radicbiolcgical findings.

The above-indicated problems arising from the confusion of a standard for

comparison are easily cleared up, at least so far as the reasons for the confusion

are now well l<nown. The radiobiological problem has ramifications far beyond those



of tritium toxicity alone, however, and deserves ccsmersurate attention.

-he basic question is, does this reported difference in "alpha terns" for

different "low-LZT" radiations occur broadly in radiobiclcgy, and is it sufficiently

well documented to be -taken into account in determining -he values of Q (i.e.,

should the present "broad spectrum" standard encompassing all radiations cf IET

less than 3.5 KeV/pm be broken down such that the standard is defined in terms

of a narrower spread of 121?). If additional radiobioiogical experimentation

indicates that the answer is positive, then of course the RBS and Q for all Icw-

12? radiations (e.g., those used in diagnostic medical and dental x rays, tritium,

etc.) mist be re-evaluated. Ihe problem thus is important and should be evaluated

in a broad framework. As a corollary for tritium toxicity, lew-energy x or garmsa

rays of the sane 1ST as tritium beta rays might be used more broadly of dosinetry

obtainable by use of the external radiations. More specifically, experiments on

cell transformation and carcinogenesis in the naimal are needed to evaluate the

overall question of FEE of "low-LST" radiations, including tritium at low doses

and dose rates. Perhaps adequate dosimetry for such experiments at present can

be obtained only by use of the external radiation, rather than the use of tritium.

Cronkite; Dr. Carsten, do you have anything to add to Dr. 3ond's

appraisal cf the problems concerned with TJ toxicity?

Carsten: I had several things to bring up but Dr. 3ond has covered nest

of them. 3riefly in respect ot carcinogenesis, one miizht profit by looking at

cell genetics and killings. This may be pertinent to leukemogenesis. We have

extensive observations on lethality of chronic HTO exposure on CFU-S and could

monitor for leukemia. The questions of radiation (1-J or other) confined with non-

radioactive pollutants is important. Professor Streffer at the University of



Essen has studied combined toxicity of lead and *ri.

Dr. Bond allufied to the possibility of radiation itself influencing

the uptake of "*H into tissues. In this case ore could irradiate with external

sources and then observe *'H incorporation.

Ihe rate cf disappearance of "'A bound to tissues after removal of -'K

water such as Ccmmerford is doing, is important.

Apropos to the work cf Dobscn on oocytes: it might be useful to study effects

in the marmoset or spider monkey-small primates that can be easily handled and

take little space, relative to the larger monkeys.

It would be useful to review the old literature on effects of radiation

upon the human ovary. Before the 40*s pelvic irradiation was used for steriliza-

tion and in rare cases also to induce ovulaticn. what about fertility and age

of menopause in these women? Lastly, has anyone looked at the age of menopause

in the female radium dial painters and their female offspring?

Dr. Larrbert: Presumably we're talking about radiation protection and

I think that Dr. Send said most of it. V7e ougfr to apply ourselves to the real

world situations and not use organic consourds. I think we ought to examine

mainly the chronic effects of tritiated water. I think that carcinogenesis is

the endpoint that matters most of ail. Several people have dcre this already,

Carl Hill and others, as well as, I believe, seme workers in Russia. I think

there's still more to be done, we just have to apply ourselves to real life

situations and lock at long tern studies.

Dr. Dobson: I would like to repeat what I said a moment ago. There are

at least two very specific types of studies which I think are clearly indicated

and which are highly practical. One of them is the attempt to obtain human data



comparable to the dara which we are .new already accumulating on monkeys and

have accumulated on mice. 2d.s involves collaboration between at least one

European center in Edinburgh and ourselves because it gives real opportunity

for obtaining human data and I think in this case tritium is the agent to try

first, because it's simpler to place "'H in the culture nsdium than tc expose

the incubator and its contents tc a gamma source. The other one which I

mentioned was a matter of joint analysis of autoradicgraphic material and

tritiated water data on oocytes in mice and rats which might throw interesting

light on the question of the target for oocyte killing in these highly sensitive

cells which Dr. Peinendegen alluded to. I think this should be answered. So

these are two very precise specific suggestions that I would advocate for

concrete studies.

Dr. Feinendegen: I have only one thing to add to what has been said

already. It is the need for specifically checking the site of incorporation of

tritium introduced into the body with various food constituents. I think this

might be important for radiation protection purposes, as well as for improving our

knowledge on biochemical pathways.

Dr. 3ooz; I will restrict myself to dosimetric problems because other

experts will address other problems. In general, desimetric problems are often

regarded to be less important. On the other hand, for radiobiological experiments

they are basic prerequisites. Therefore, they have to be of an order of magnitude

more accurate than the biological data. From that point of view, still a lot

has to be done with regard to both absorbed dose and radiation quality."

In particular, we have :so far no precise data for the general case of specific

incorporation of tritium in the cell nucleus when we regard the cross firing between

the cells and when we want to compare absorbed doses - distribution for the specific

incorporation case and the case of homogeneous distribution of tritium.

* Although in real life situations many dosiasetric and microdosimetric problems are due

to inhomogeneous distribution of tritium in space and time, there is also considerable

lack of information for the classical approaches such as the homogeneous

distribution or the specific incorporation of tritium into D M .



Second, I realized that within the microdcsimetric interpretation of radio-

biological effectiveness with regard to the dual radiation action hypothesis, we

have so far no general formulation for the dose rate effect that could be used

for incorporated radioactive nuclides. Bis dose rate effect in the present

formulation uses a continuous variable of the absorbed dose. However, for the

problem of incorporated radioactive nuclides-we don't have this continuous

variable of absorbed dose and this explains partly the different survival of

oocytes for tritium and for cobalt 60. Finally, I was very much impressed with

the recent data of Dr. Dobson on the very high sensitivity of oocyte survival.

Ihese data are a challenge for microdcsimetric interpretation in which I would

be interested to collaborate. It seems that the sensitive target for this

particular effect could be much larger than conventional target sizes of mammalian

cells and this is of course a question to the basic underlying mechanisms.

Dr. Slatkin: I think it would be very helpful in the design of experiments

if there were a facility for ultra-low level counting of tritium that is well

below the level which is countable with the equipment that I know of at Brookhaven.

Perhaps there are such facilities available in the United States or Europe; I

just don't know of them. This might allow investigations of tritium levels in

small numbers of oocytes available from individual mice, might make available the

determination of specific activities in very small amounts of specific macrcmolscules

or parts thereof isolated from the oocytes or other ceils of individual mice.

Dr. Commerford; I don't have anything really new to add, but I found

the comments of Dr. Dobson on these accidental spills of large amounts of

tritium quite interesting and I think this adds emphasis to the need for data

which would enable us to tell in cases of large accidental spills into the drinking

water, at what point we should advice those people particularly at risk, for



instance pregnant women, to refrain from drinking the water.

Dr. Dobson: I just wanted to be sure there's no misunderstanding. In

the three instances of accidental tritium releases of substantial quantities I.

referred to, the material was in each instance released as tritium hydrogen gas;

although there was perhaps seme water involved, extensive aerial monitoring didn't

reveal any sizeable contamination by tritiated water. .

Dr. Cronkite: Are you familiar with the incidents down in Arizona?

Dr. Dobson: Yes, that's different.

Dr. Cronkite: Many curies per day for a year.

Dr. jeinendegen: Could anything be measured in man?

Dr. Dobson: They are looking at that now - I do not have access to the

information.

Dr. Wrenn; I was just going to say the concentration in chocolate cake

is 50.000 picocuries per litre, which is much smaller than seme of the numbers

that have been bandied around in the MPCs suggested by ICH?. In general, with

respect to research recommendations, I do want to call attention'to a U.S. workshop

that took place in late 1976". The document is now available and Dr. Craig in the

Department of Energy will make it available to the panel members here.

Dr. Bertinchamps: It seemed to me that the large amount of uncertainty

was due to the lack of precision regarding exactly the nature of the size of the

target. The second remark is to attract attention to work which is done in the

laboratory of Farter where they are making low level ""K determinations in human

material, which might be very interesting.

Dr. Fliedner: Dr. 3ond summarized very well the state of knowledge and

the things that need to be done. I look at it from the viewpoint of the radiation

protection physician who has to take care of people that are actually working in



an environment where they are possibly exposed to -ritiated water or tritiated

stear.. I think that it would be useful to have more work done cr. the actual

evalua-icn of the rasanir.g of tritium burden in the body. So far as I can see

finding -H in the urine just means that there has been exposure at sens past

zins. As far as I can see, there are very few practical guides as to what i~

nssrs in terr.s of burden as ccroared to other burdens during the professional life.

In other words, I think it is important to assess the neaning of tritium burdens in

human population at risk, establish endpoints to be measured as far as the non-

stochastic effects are concerned and I agree also that it would be desirable to

study the carcinogenic effects, particularly as to mechanisms. 5rcm what I've

learned today, comparative studies on different species will probably show quite

rernarkable differences that one could have to take into consideration in extrapolating

to man.

Dr. Bender: I certainly don't have anything significant to add to what

has already been said. Admittedly there are sons problems concerned with the

food chain and what happens to "'K in solids in foods, whether this introduces

any important consideration in addition to the ""H in water, I rather dcubt, but

I suspect it should be investigated.

Dr. Cronkite: I think we're interested in low dose rates where it is a

few disintegrations per year for a small fraction of the cells. How one measures

this effect completely eludes me. I don't see the necessity of embarking on large

studies of carcinogenesis. I see no reason why tritiated water should be different

than the extensive studies on carcinogenesis already at AEEE Harwell, Oak Ridge, etc.,

on low dose rate radiation carcinogenesis. It seems to me that one could squander

a huge amount of money imputing something unique to tritium, and I fail to see it.

I think the sort of thing that Dr. Dobson is doing is fascinating from the standpoint



cf basic cellular radicciclogy. It is cf particular interest to ni§ because

it's analogous to certain subsets of the small lysxhccyte that also have a very

high sensitivity to being killed by radiation in ir.terphase. We never came up

vrith an idea as to why they should be so sensitive other than that the DMA say

be packed raich more closely in these cells and per electron track mere'of the

-XA is hit. That's net a very satisfactory explanation. 1 suspect there is a

non-DMA, target that is resocnsible for the cell kiiline in neurcblasts cf the

grasshopper, cccytss, the spersatoecnia and certain subsets of the snail lyirpho-

cyte. Fro- basic cellular radicbiolcgy it would be fascinating to try to figure

cut what it is. I have no unique approaches to the problem.

Dr. Send: Just for the record I want to make it clear what I '.-as talking

about. Certainly 1 was not talking about large scale studies on carcinogenesis

frcr. tritium. I'm well aware that studies have been done. What I was referring

to and stated was that the desimetry for those experiments is very such open to

question and if one can devise a system by which one knows exactly what the cells

of interest are and what the concentration of tritium is at all times in those

cells, one is in a good position to estimate accurately and confidently the absorbed

dose from the tritium. It would then be worthwhile to do enough experiments en

the criterion of interest to be sure that nothing unusual appears. Although I

agree with Dr. Cronkite, my whole thesis is that I see no reason to expect anything

other than what one would expect from the 1ST of the 'H radiations.

Dr. 3ooz: On this point I have a small reservation. Perhaps you are right,

but the fact is that recent calculations comparing x-rays and " Co garana rays have

shown that the probability of secondary electrons below 3 keV of these external

radiations is the same. Hence the difference in radiation quality cf x-rays and

Co gamra rays must be due to secondary electrons above 3 keV. I don't

knew what will be the answer for tritium. Ifcere are oecDie that for this



very reason expect; a lower carcinogenic aerior. of -ritiurn than for ganna rays and

x-rays. Until we've made the calculations and possibly seme neasuremerxs,, it is net

to be excluded that there rnight be differences, in either one or the other

direction.

Dr. Bend: At least an intermediate step might be to do seme quantitative

studies en ceil transformation in vi-ro. If that shews anything unusual then

you'd be more inclined to proceed.

Dr. ?einendegen: Dr. Bond, did you advocate with your las- statement

the use of tritium as an optimal radiation source for checking for the radiation

sensi-ivity of inducing malignancy?

Dr. 3ond: No, what 1 was after was vfcether therefe any quantitative

difference in the effect per rad for tritium other than what one would expect

from the LET. Inis is best studied in in vitro experiments, with the shortest

possible exposure and the shortest observation tine following irradiation, to

de-ermine whatever one is looking for. In ether words, under conditions where

one has the bes- dosimetry and feels confident about the absorbed dose. Then one

is in a position to make quantitative radiobiological comparisons.

Dr. Dobson; I'm tempted to make a comment but I'm hesitant to do this

because I don't want it to be interpreted as being provocative. I don't wish

to discuss Q, but you pointed out that there are extensive dara on radiation

carcinogenesis from chronic exposure, for instance. Most of these data, as

far as I know, are from use of gamma irradiation. It seems to me, in spite of

other suggestions about reference radiation, -•'-.at gamma might be most judiciously

chosen for considering Q values, since gamma rays have in their favor the fact

that they have been the source of much of our information over the last 30 years

for chronic exposure. That is one little point I wanted to make because it was
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related to your statensnt that we already have a very substantial body of

information about chronic exposure including eareinogenesis in experimental

animals, rscstiy from ganrca rays.

Dr. Bond: I agree largely with what Tr. Dobson- said. That brings up again

a most important area of investigation and there night be differences of opinion

how -o approach it. The problem involves rhe substantial variation of F3E at low

doses and dose rates among radiations that are contained within the eurrent standard,

which is 3.5 KaV per micron or less for radiation protection purposes. The evidence

for those differences comes from microdcsimetry, from theory, and from good experiments

in single cell systems where one can study lew doses and dose rates. There are

no data, or at least not enough data, to pin down the differences for mutagenesis

or carcinogenesis. What I'm saying is what others here have said, i.e., that -here's

nothing unique about tritium. One should lock at the best way of quantifying

these differences in effect per rad of the so-called low LET radiations, for enough

er.dpcir.ts so that one can make the determination wether the HBE that cne seems

to ger in some radicbiological experiments is fairly general, such that the Q

for '!Lcw 1ST" radiations should be altered. At present the thesis depends in part

en microdosimetry, on theory, and on a few experiments in simple systems. There should

be an extension of the relatively few data to find out how general the phenomenon is,

and wether it applies to endpoints of interest in irradiation protection. This is an

important area that needs addressing. I don't think it's a tritium question. I think

It's much broader than that; it's an IZC question.

Dr. Cronkite; You made a good general point th^t no one can quarrel with,

but would you care to be more specific, to translate the generality into an
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experimental approach that is do-able in v.aae reasonable period of time, at

seme reasonable amount of money?

Dr. 5ond: I can suggest confirmation of experimental results that have

been obtained to date, and extensions using other endpoints. That is, to use

external radiations in that "low 12?" region with well defined LET spectra,

and do enough endpeints in siinple systems where one can study the effects of

low doses and dose rates, to be sure that the large differences in SEE are

fairly general.

Badly needed are relevant data en carcinogenesis in the manual. At

present "he most relevant direct data we have that bear on carcincgenesis are

obtained at high doses but very low dose rates. If the dual action theory is

correct and if turaorogenesis is from a single cell, relatively unmodified by

other influences, then these results would conform with what is obtained in

single cell systems, and with what one would expect at low doses. That kind

of work, with high dose but low dose rate, has to be extended because it's

minimal now and more work has to be done. Another way of describing it is

that it represents a poor man's approach to studying effects at very low

doses, i.e., use high doses at low dose rates. It seems to me that this is

an area where emphasis should be placed. As is well appreciated, the

attitude and the approach for decades has been that there's very little

variation in effect per rad within that low 1ST range. But all of the studies

have been oriented around high doses and high dose rates, and a let of this

work has been done in the context of radiotherapy. It is only relatively

recently that these large REE differences at low dose and low dose rates have

been appreciated, and there are relatively little data available. That's the

area in which I think there is a crying need for additional work in radiation

protection.



Dr. Jronkite: A large number of human malignant tuners have beer.

shown tc be clones arising from a single cell. Shis gives me a conceptual

problem when there are so many cells at risk and only one STOWS out the

maglignant clone.

Dr. Bond:, What percentage of the total number of human tumors are cicnal in

origin?

Sr. Cronkite: I don't know but it is established that polycythenia vera,

acute myeicblastic leukemia, chronic granulocytic leukemia, monoclonal multiple

myeloma, and some solid tumors are clones. As isoenzyme and other techniques

are develoced I susrect there will be an increasing number of human cancers

that will be proved to be clones.

Dr. 3ender: Is there any evidence, fcr any human tumor that there is more

than one clone?

Dr. Bond: Simply inserting a barrier into the tissues results in tumors

and no chemical or biological basis for the tumorogenesis has been found. It

was just a disruption of tissue. 1 would be very hesitant to generalise at

this point that every tumor is monoclonal.

Dr. Cronkite; I think what Dr. 3ender said is very pertinent. Where

there _is real hard unequivocal evidence, the tumor is monoclonal.

Dr. 3ond: I think what ycu said is also very pertinent - only relatively few

tumors have actually been shown to be monoclonal.



Recommendations

Ihe following recoinnendaticns are based on the 3rookhaven meeting

and a review of the Oak Ridge meeting on Tritium (appendix 2) and are sub-

mitted by S.P. Cronkite. Ihe other participants have not had an oppertunity

to comment on these reccnnendations.

Although most of the participants of the conference agreed that the

present knowledge on tritium toxicity is relatively adequate for radiation

protection purposes, several areas were identified where basic radicbioiogical

understanding is still efficient. Ihe general consensus was that research ir.

these areas would improve appreciably our knowledge on tritium toxicity or

would at least be useful for its reassurerance:

- Additional information is needed to improve the capability of deriving tritium

concentration in the organs of interests from the concentrations in the

materials monitored with the technical methods presently available. In addition

new techniques should be developed which allow .for a rapid determination of

tritium levels in individual cells and subcellular structures.

- She site of incorporation of tritium into the body after short and long term

exposure needs to be determined with regard to the specific chemical form of

the various sources of tritium. In particular controlled feeding studies on

metabolism of specific tritium labelled food constituents are needed. This has

to include the investigation of the rate of disappearance of tritium in the

different organs after removal of tritium exposure.

- Ihe information on absorbed dose and radiation quality in the cell nucleus

has to be improved for situations where edge effects are important due to low

tritium concentration or non-uniform tritium -incorporation. Ihe radiation

quality of tritium should be studied in context with the general field of

radiobiological effects of low LET radiations. The feasibility of radiobiological

experiments using X- or gamma rays of radiation quality equal to that of tritium

should be further investigated.
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Ihe present information en tritium carcinogenesis should be checked by

experiments under conditions of adequate dosimetry of the amount of

tritium in the cells of interest, throughout the experiment. Since at

present such experiments are perhaps innossible, the end point of cell

transformation in tissue culture seems to be adequate to reduce the un-

certainty on the relative carcinogenic effectiveness of tritium, relative

to other lew I£T radiations.

Deeper understanding of the fundamental radiobiology of somatic effects

of tritium would be useful in hazard estimates. In particular the in-

vestigations on occyte and brain, effects should be continued. For pro-

tracted tritium exposure, the possible influence of partial organ de- •

structicn on the tritium incorporation at the organ of interest needs

to be clarified.



2 3
H Incorporation into Oocytea; Stable Isotope Tracer for H

It has been shown that, during chronic exposure to tritiated water,
radiation to cells from tritium cooes primarily from tritium in cell water. The
dose from tritium incorporated into ONA is negligible in comparison. However
after transient exposure to tritium the relative importance of radiation from
tritium in cell water and cell ONA may be reversed, particularly in cells with
a long life span, since tritium has a residence half time in human body water of
about 10 days whereas non-exchangeable tritium atoms in DMA are believed to
remain for the life of the cell. The primary oocyces represent a significant
example of the importance of ONA tritium since these cells, which differentiate
from oogonia in the female fetus, remain quiescent for 10 to 50 years until
ovulation. Radiation damage, if any, to these cells could have genetic effects.

It is instructive to consider the cumulative radiation dose to primary
oocytes in 25 year old women due to tritium incorporated into ONA from exposure
to three nanocuries of tritium per milliliter cell water during fetal oogenesis.
The expected specific activity of non-exchangeable tritium in primary oocyte DMA
would be about 20 nanocuries per gram hydrogen, which corresponds to a ^H/^H
isotope ratio of 6.9 x 10"13. If the 12 pg of OHA in the tetraploid oocyte is
2.9Z by weight nou-exchangeable hydrogen, there are 2 x 1011 such atoms in
primary oocyte DMA and Che average number of DNA-bound tritium atoms per primary
oocyte would be 0.14. Assuming a Foisson distribution of these atoms
incorporated in primary oocyte DMA, 87% of oocytes would have incorporated none.
12!" of cocyces would have incorporated one, 0.9" of oocytea would have
incorporated two and fewer than 0.1" of oocytes would have incorporated three or
more such tritium atoms. Since tritium has a physical half-life of 12.35 years,
about three of every four triciun. atoms originally incorporated will decay over
a 25 year period. However no tritium decay will occur during that time in 90S
of oocytes, one tritium will decay in 9.5% of oocytes, cwo tritiums will decay
in Q.5Z of oocytes and three tritium atoms will decay in 0.022 of oocytes. The
probability that four or more disintegrations will occur in a single oocyte dur-
ing the same 25 year period is only 4.8 x 10"^, from which it may be surmised
that, for every million women exposed to sufficient tritium in their drinking
water to raise their body water levels to 3 nanocuries/ml during the last
trimester of pregnancy, only 5 of the expected 4. million grandchildren will de-
velop from oocytea that had been exposed to more than 40 millirads of negatron
radiation from tritium decay.

These calculations indicate that tritium incorporated into oocyte DNA is
not likely to become detrimental to public health for two reasons. First, the
cited hazard only pertains to pregnant women exposed to drinking water contain-
ing at least 4 nanocuries of tritium per milliliter. This is 200 times greater
than the United States maximum permissible concentration of tritium in drinking
water. Given the present awareness of public health authorities to the hazards
of radioactive wastes, it is unlikely that such high levels of tritium contamina-
tion would remain long undetected in sources of public drinking water. Second,
even if these levels were attained, radiation of oocytes due to tritium would be
minor in comparison to natural background radiation.



The foregoing calculations are based in part on statistical
considerations. For any single tritium, atom, the probability that it will not
decay within the following time t is e~^c (von Schweidler's law, reference 1),
while the probability that it will decay is (1 - e~^ c ) . From binomial distribu-
tion statistics, it follows that in an assembly of n tritium atoms the probabil-
ity ?n(N) of exactly N tritium disintegrations within time t is

where X is the decay constant for tritiuo, 0.056125 (years)"1. From Poisson
statistics, if the average number of tritium atoms per oocyte is z, the probabil-
ity p(n) of having n tritium atoms in an oocyte is

Thus the probability D(0), that a given cell will not be subjected to a tritium
decay during the time interval t is

D(0) - ^ p(i) • P.(0)

Substituting equations (1) and (2) in equation (3), one derives

D(0)

Similarly, the probability D(j) that a given cell will be subjected to exactly
j tritium decays during the time interval t is

D(j) - I p(D • PjCj) (5)



Combining equations (1) through (5), it can be calculated that

j) - j,. • (1 - e ) • D(0) (6)

In simpler format,

(-In D(0)P • D(0) (7)

expresses the probability of exactly j disintegrations in an oocyte in terms of
the probability of no disintegrations in an oocyte during the same time period.
Formulae (4) and (7) have been applied to the particular situation discussed
above, where a hypothetical level of tritium in body water of three nanocuries
per milliliter is calculated to correspond to s * 0.14.

From equation (4),

From aquation (7),

D(o) - e0.14(e-<0.056125)(25)-D

- 0.39980 = 90Z

D(l) » -ln(0.899799) • (0.899799)

- 0.09500 - 9.53

D(2) » f-ln(O.899799)I2 « (0.899799)
2

- 0.00502 = 0.52

D(3) - f-ln(O.899799))3 « (0.899799)
6

- 0.00013 s 0.02Z

and so on.



The foregoing theoretical calculations are baaed on the concept of
metabolically stable DNA. However, if primary oocyte DNA turns over slowly, the
exposure of oocyte UNA to radiation from transient tritium in drinking water is
conceived to be reduced. The race of turnover of DNA in non-proliferating aamma-
lian cells, including primarv oocytes, is unknown. There is some preliminary ev-
idence from measurements of "c/l*c ratios in cerebellar DNA from European born
Americans that such turnover may take place at a significant rate in comparison
with the life span (Reference 2).

Zn order to measure the rate of turnover (if any) of hydrogen isotopes in
primary oocyte nuclei, we propose to use the deuterium micromapping method to
measure the deuterium contenc of primary oocytes as a function of time following
post-natal elimination of tracer deuterium from drinking water. This proposal
was outlined in dstail recently (Reference 3). Briefly, it involves the
deuteration of mouse drinking water to a harmless level in the 5Z to 15Z range
before conception and during pregnancy. After birth, normal drinking water is
restored. Oocytes from the female progeny are analyzed for deuterium at various
ages by triton bomb«j.Juient ar described by Geisler et al. in 1974 (Reference 4).
The decline, if any, of deuterium content with age is a measure of hydrogen
isotope turnover.

Several factors affect the feasibility of performing such deuterium
micromapping experiments. These include the natural abundance of deuterium in
cell nuclei. In general, if the diameter of a cell nucleus is d ym in vivo,
there are d3 x 10° atoms of natural-abundance deuterium in the dried nuclear
specimen to be analyzed. This estimate is based on a water content of 7QZ of
wet weight and a hydrogen content of 7Z of dry weight of the specimen. For
example, an unlabeied 20 Mm diameter primary oocyte nucleus will contain about
8 x 10^ 2H atoms. If the oocyte ia labeled by the addition of 10 atoms Z deute-
rium in drinking water during gestation, oocyte DNA will acquire an additional
5 atoms 7. -H in non-exchangeable C-S bonds, corresponding to an excess
10.4 x 109 of DNA weight as non-exchangeable deuterium (Reference 5). This is
based on the existence of 2.92 •'? HNA weight as non-exchangeable hydrogen, corre-
sponding to 2.1 x 10** non-exchangeable atoms of hydrogen in oocyte DNA. It rep-
resents an increase of deuterium by a factor of 2.3, an increase that should be
detectable by the triton bombardment method.

Another factor is the efficiency of track detection. In Reference 4 it is
calculated that the effective cross section for the triton-deuterium reaction in
a 1 to 3 pa biological sample, using a 1/4 mil TFE Teflon barrier fibs, is about
1.1 barns. Theoretically, calculation of the maximum possible number of tracks
expected to be recorded from a target with a certain deuterium content, after
bombardment with a known fluence of tritons, given a known effective cross
section, is a straightforward matter. For example, the maximum possible number
of tracks from an unlabeled oocyte nucleus dried on the 1/4 mil FE? Teflon
barrier, after bombardment to a flutnce of 4 x 10*° tritons/cm2 is



(8 x 109) x (4 x 10i6) x (1.1 x 10"24)
number of 2H triton fluence effective cross
atoms in targec (cm ) section (cm*)

» 350 Cracks/nucleus.

Oocytes which are maximally deuceraced in their DNA due to 10Z deuteracion of
drinking water may yield not more than 800 tracks under the same conditions of
bombardment. Such measurements would be feasible if Che deuterated and non-
deuterate:1 oocyces were placed on the same alpha track detector in. adjacent
micro-drops, and the degree of deuteration calculated by the ratio of tracks
under corresponding nuclei, for only then might one ensure chat triton fluence
and effective cross section were identical for the control and deuCerated
oocyces.

D. N. Slatkin
S. L. Comnerford
Medical Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory
December, 1979
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Appendix 2 Excerp-3 from Trisium Radiobic2cEy Workshop held

9 November 1976 at ORKL in Oak Ridge, Tern, sponsored by Division

3iomediaal and Environmental Research Department of Energy.

The following excerpts have been made by E.?. Cronkite

believing they would nake substantive contributions to the 3 August 1979

conference on Tritium Toxicity held in Medical Department, Brookhaven

National Laboratory.

Hhe participants in the Oak rddge Iritium Radiobiology

Conference were:



C.n. r.COOS

ZeparcTar.t of Energy
Headcuarters

Lcwry Dcbsor.

Lawrsnce LLverricre Laboratory

University cf California

Wayne Hansen
Nuclear Regulatory Ccsxsissicn

Office cf Nuclear Regulatory

Research

McDonald i\\ wrenn

Ins t i tu te cf Ervironsen-al

Ifedicine
New York Universi-y Medical Center

Charles Murihy
rrah -River Laboratory

Arland L. Carsten
3rooiSiaven National Laboratory

Daniel Cahill
Health Effects research Laboratory
Environmental Protection Agency

Victor ?. Bond
3rookhaven National Laboratory

Chester R. Eichixnd
Oak Ridge National Labora~cry

Roy L. ISicnpson
3at~elle Pacific Northwest

Laboratories

Williani L. Russell
Cak Ridge National Laboratory

Robert 3. Cunning
Oak Ridge national Laboratory

Donald G. Jacobs
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Michael Sender
Brookhaven National Laboratory



Overview of ?.ecorer.er.da~ior.s

"It is important to point out that the panels were not ccrr.-

pie-ely ur.ar±nous in their conclusions.. Scrae expressed the view thaz

scse studies proposed for tritium could in fact be better carried cut

v.lth external radiation of similar LET. Others felt that it was

necessary that tritium be used.

1. Biological effects of H-3 should be studied in context with

the general field of radiobioicgical effects, and comparisons with

other radiations should be used to extend the generality of the results

whereever possible.

2. There is a well developed body of radiobioiogical research

with H-5 which generally shows that the biological effects are

not unique. K-3 generally behaves as a low 1ST radiation and REE's

between 1 and 2 are generally observed when the reference radiarion

is 200 to 250 kVp X-rays, and HEE's < ^ when the reference radiation

is Co-cO ganna rays (E = 1.7 and 1.22 MeV).
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3. Trie reference low LET radiation THUS- be defined nsore

narrowly than it is presently in order to avoid ambiguity. For

example, the EEE of 2 would be expected for X-rays when gacma

rays are the reference radiation.

k. In the event that technologies such as the development

of controlled fusion receive large infusions of support and

appear capable of reaching practical fruition, it would be

desirable to consider expanded research in the areas identified

below.

3. Certain fundamental research can and should be undertaken

using H-3 labelled compounds.

Heccirmenda+'icns for research are:"

Genetic Effects

"Because so much effort has already been devoted to the

study of tritium mutagenesis, it might seem that little additional

research on the induction of genetic effects by tritium is justi-

fied, at least from the point of view of practical human genetic



risk estimation. Nevertheless, it is the view of the geneti-

cists participating in the Workshop that additional information

or. —u"aticn induction in sice exposed to tritiated water could

provide irscrtar.t erairical reassurances chat tritium genetic

hazards are net being underestimated. Specifically, extension

of the specific locus nutation studies to include induction in

the ferule mouse is recommended.

Scrcatic Effects

"A ncre thorough, secure understanding of the fundcaental

radicbiology of tritium would be useful in hazard evaluation,

although it appears that the range of uncertainty is limited at

this coin-. In particular cccyte and central nervous system

studies which have been started should be pursued to the point

where tritium acticn is reasonably fully understood.
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Long-tern effects such as leukemogenesis, particularly in

~d.ce and carcinogsnesis mere generally, should be quantified as

in the case of shorter term, cell killing and teratogenesis.

Studies on cell populations or any biological systeias exposed

to tritium should be undertaken only if parallel, rigorously

ccncarable experiments are also conducted using other radiations,

especially gamma rays as standard low LET radiation.

Study on the extent to which tritium can be incorporated

in food, namely the extent to which biological effects could be

increased by tritium incorporation in food., are required.

Dosimetric Aspects

1. Accurate dosiraetry related to tritiated water in biological

structures requires the development of techniques to allow one to

determine accurately and rapidly the water and tritium content of

individual cells and of subcellular structures. The uses and

benefits of such a development would extend greatly beyond the

immediate problem at hand.

2. 3ecause of-the difficulties involved in determining accurately

the tritium dose delivered to tissues from tritiated water and

other tritiated compounds, the feasibility of studies to determine

the HBE of X-cr gamma rays of LET comparable to that of tritium.



This should be investigated. Such studies ir. sensitive systems

including complete dose-effect curves as a function of dose rate,

should be dene to confirm predictions from microdosimetry that

the "limiting" H3E of tritium beta rays at lew doses and/or dose

rases does nor exceed approximately 1.5 or 1.5 compared to 250

kVp X rays, or 3.75 ccrcpared to Co-60 garnma rays.

3. Tr.e studies outlines in 2 above should be extended to include

determination of the HBE of 250 kVp X rays at low deses and dose

rates, versus Co-oO gamma rays. Such studies are necessary to

clarify the quantitative differences in effect between the iow-

LET "standard" radiations, 250 KVp X rays and Co-60 gamma rays,

chat are shown by microdosimetric measurements to differ sub-

stantially in quality, and thus probably in HBE. This is not

a recommendation for more research.

4. If the H3E between Co-60 gamma rays and 250 kVp X rays does

becons substantial at low doses and/or dose rates, then the

question of the "standard" radiation for RBE comparison must be

recpended. Should the "standard" remain defined as radiations with

an LET If 3.5 keV/um or less, or should the "standard" be defined

much more narrowly and precisely in terms of radiation energy

and/or quality?
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"There is probably sufficient information on the metabolism

and toxicology of tritiated water to permit an adequate estimation

of radiation dose and health impacts if the exposure conditions

are known. The quancificavior. of environmental transfer processes

and exposure conditions is less well-known, though even in these

areas there is much information on the hydrologic cycle that

could 5'e factored into suitable local, regional, and global

models. Such models need to be developed and validated-using

current knowledge of tritium levels in various reservoirs, such

as that gathered by Prof, Cstlund. The models also need to be

tested for sensitivity to determine where additional accuracy in

transfer processes are needed to provide an adequate basis for

estimating the impacts of tritium release on radiation dose

to Tan and for selection of appropriate control strategies.

Models based en the hydrologic cycle also need to be amplified

to consider gaseous and organic forms of tritium.

Because of the widely different environmental and biological

behavior of HT and KTO, conversion from HI to HTO needs to be

studied fairly intensively. A basic 'understanding of the conversion

process is needed so that the rate of conversion under varying

conditions can be projected and manipulated as desired by con-

trolling the conditions. The conversion rate appears to be an

important parameter for considerations in controlling occupational

exposures to tritium and in acute releases of tritium to the

environment. For continuous releases of tritium, especially when



considered on a global basis, the conversion rate is not a

sensitive parameter.

Rates of depletion need to be quantified for both HT and

K?Q plumes iaaving over various terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems;

incorporation into biological materials also deserves further

study. Such information is needed to project the duration of

exposure that might accrue to local population groups from acute

tritium releases.

Both occupational and environmental exposure to various

sources of tritium need to be assessed. Much information is

available en uptake of HTC via inhalation, ingestion, and absorp-

tion through the skin, but information on the retention ard

netabolism of tritiated compounds is quite limited. Controlled

feeding studies on metabolism of tritium labelled organic

constituents of food (not the water in them) are especially

needed. Such information needs to be obtained and combined with

validated environnental behavior models to provide estimates of

projected radiation doses from tritium releases.



Metabolism and Physiology of Tri t iated Water,

as Related to Dosiisetry and H5£

V.?. 3ond
A. Cars-ten

I. Initiated Water

The dosrnetry related to tritiated water is simple in principle, although

somewhat difficult in practice. If one makes the simplifying assumptions that

an accurately known amount of tritiated water is distributed uniformly in a

given organ, then the energy absorbed per gram of tissue per unit time can be

equated exactly to the energy emitted per gram per unit time, a quantity that

is easily calculated by simple and well-known formulae. "Edge- effects" can be

ignored in relatively large structures because of the very low energy of the

tritium beta rays.

Practical problems enter because with tritiated water or other tritium com-

pounds, as with any administered isotope, one must frequently rely on poorly

known or unknown metabolic and physiological processes to determine distribution

and -hus dose. Hence one must deal with the difficulty of determining directly

the tritium concentration within the body or within the tissue of interest,

particularly as a function of time. Ihere may be inhomogeneities resulting net

only from differing water content of tissues, but because of the incorporation of

tritium into biological molecules and structures.

Ihus if one is interest in the radiation dose from tritium to within perhaps

50 per cent, then straight forward calculations from tritium concen'crations measured

in body fluids or derived from amounts administered are quite sufficient. If



accuracy within perhaps 20 per cent or better is desired, considerably

attention isast be paid to the practical problems outlined below.

It is difficult to determine tritium concentration in the body water, especially

.in cells and smaller structures, and particularly as a function of time. Thus one

THUS- rely usually on secondary measurements such as urinary* concentration to estimate

the amount of tritium in body water and in body structures. The relationship between

what is measured and actual concentration may vary substantially with tone due to

variation in food and water intake and other variables. Thus the relationships are

difficult to establish under the best conditions, and estimates based on secondary

considerations may be only rough approximations under many, if not most, circumstances.

Once an estimate of tritium in the body water is made, there are a series of

potential unknowns in relating this to the concentration of tritium, and the con-

sequent radiation dose in the biological structures of interest. Organs and different

tissues within organs have different concentrations of tritiated water, e.g., the

skeleton and fat have less hydrogen and water than do most tissues. In addition,

there is a real question with respect to the relationship between tritium in body

water and that in fluids or structures, such as individual cells or cell nuclei in

which there are substantial amounts of organic material. Shortly after ingestion

of pure tritiated water, the concentration in the cellc can be appreciably lower than

that of body water because the concentration of water in the cells is reduced by

the presence of organic material. With long-sustained exposure to tritiated water,

or following ingestion of organic material labeled with tritium, the difference

between "body water" and body fluid or structures containing organic material can

be narrowed somewhat.

The above differences clearly can be important in dosisEtry. For instance,

the reduced concentration of water in bone can account for a substantial error if

a given amount of tritium in the body is assumed to be distributed uniformly throughout
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the body tissues. Differences in the concentration of tri~ium in organic materials

in different tissues can lead to errors of as much as 20 or more per cent, and

-hese must be taken into account if accurate dcsimetry is a requirement:.

The fact that one must rely on physiological and biochemical processes to

deliver the isotope to tissues becomes of considerable importance when one is -raling

with relatively sens3,tive biological systems, since the radiation may alter sub-

stantially the microscopic anatomy and thus the physiology of the tissues of interest.

In seme sensitive cell systems, even a relatively small first increment of a desired

total dose may disrupt architecture appreciably, and thus change the content and

distribution of water and tritiated water. Tritium administered later to deliver

the remainder of the desired total dose may thus be delivered to a very different

tissue environment, with a consequent different concentration and distribution of

radiation dose. This is to be contrasted with exposure to x- or gamma radiation,

with which one can be sure of the dose deposited in the remaining structures of

interest even if architectural disruption from an initial increment of dose has

occurred. This problem becomes particularly serious if one wishes to determine the

effect of tritii.ted water or other tritiated compounds delivered over a long period

of time. The metabolic fate and distribution of the tritium is poorly known, and thus

the dose to tissues must be poorly known.

If the size of the biological structure of interest is of the order of a cell

nucleus or less, a purely dosimetric problem arises because of the relatively small

size of the structure, compared to the maximum range of the tritium beta particles.

"Edge effects" must be taken into account if the nucleus is of the order of 6 or

7 microns in diameter, or less. The problem can become severe if one attempts to

consider, for instance, the "dose" derived from a single tritium molecule incorp-

orated into a biochemical structure. Essentially all of the energy of the beta

particle may be deposited outside of the molecule. *

•NCR? Report No. 6*3 tritium and other radionuclide labelled organic compounds
incorporated into genetic material 1979 addresses this problem in detail.


